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BOGGART HOLE CLOUGH COMMUNITY ACTION TRUST
Protecting and revitalizing Boggart Hole Clough Ancient Woodland Park
Boggart volunteer nature conservationists’
Wildlife Regeneration Project restoring the Clough’s biodiversity health

Nature Conservation Delivery Plan 2010-15 Outline

24.10.09. An area partially cleared of invasive Rhododendron, creating light & space, enabling regeneration of natural woodland plants.
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Please see BHCCAT website for referenced documents and further information regarding matters discussed in this Outline.
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I PARTNERSHIP
Abbreviations used throughout this document: BHC: Boggart Hole Clough,
BHCCAT: Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust,
MCC: Manchester City Council.
•

The Boggart Volunteer Nature Conservationists group, part of BHCCAT, works in partnership with, among other
individuals & organizations, MCC the landowner of BHC.

•

The group has been led since its inception in 2002 by volunteer Peter Milner (veteran conservationist including work
as Forestry Commission Ranger).

•

We liaise closely with MCC North Area Parks Team particularly Saul Mearns (MCC North Area Parks Warden).
•

To date the Wildlife Regeneration Project has involved about 50 people, usually with a core group of
around 5 members.

•

We have worked with other groups, e.g. Environment Agency volunteers in December 2008, involving
approximately another 30 people.

•

The project has been instrumental in attracting further groups, e.g. from local businesses, to participate in
conservation in the Clough involving approximately another 300 volunteers.

•

Thanks to all the above participants.

•

Special thanks to volunteers Paul McCrystal & Steve Hamilton for their dedication to the project over the
last 3 years.

•

The group assembles 10am every Saturday outside the Boathouse Café before commencing work, finishing around
3pm in winter, 4pm in summer. Occasionally we work other days by prior arrangement.

•

Everyone without discrimination is welcome to participate.

•

Membership is free.

•

•

The group leader has attended a Good Practice & Child Protection workshop (NSPCC / Sport England),
was awarded Fundamentals of Health & Safety in the Workplace certificate (Royal Society for the
Promotion of Health), is a qualified First Aid Appointed Person (ITC [Immediate Temporary Care] First
Aid Ltd), and has been CRB (Criminal Records Bureau) checked.

•

The project meets Health & Safety requirements. We carry out ongoing risk assessments.

•

Our Child Protection Policy promotes good child protection practice. People aged 16 and under can
attend when accompanied by an adult who remains responsible for them at all times.

•

We have appropriate insurance through BTCV (British Trust for Conservation Volunteers).

New volunteers complete a registration form and are inducted re the safe use of equipment & purpose of the project.
•

•

Since 2002 BHCCAT’s conservation volunteers have been variously named Nature Conservation Group
& Wildlife Gardening Club, Wildlife Regeneration Volunteers, Boggart Conservation Volunteers Team
and now Boggart Volunteer Nature Conservationists.

This ‘Delivery Plan’ is a working document, a form of work guide / schedule, which through ongoing discussion with
conservation group members, other BHCCAT members & BHCCAT partners, will be amended, elaborated, reviewed
& updated as required.
•

Re our funding partners, see section IX.
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II COMMUNITY BENEFITS
BHCCAT’s Boggart Volunteer Nature Conservationists group, by helping to restore the Clough’s biodiversity health,
is contributing to ensuring that the park is a sustainable, thriving place for people & wildlife.
The group’s Wildlife Regeneration Project fits into the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) and the Greater
Manchester BAP, central & local governments’ response to the Convention on Biological Diversity (1992 Rio Earth
Summit). The project is a practical local action against environmental degeneration & global warming.
The project fits into MCC’s North Manchester Strategic Regeneration Framework in which the priorities of the Open
Space Strategy outline a park strategy that improves quality of life including health, education & culture, and engages
the community in the stewardship of open spaces.
The project contributes towards improving social cohesion through community engagement (for numbers of
volunteers involved, see section I above); Harpurhey and Charlestown wards, adjacent to the Clough, were ranked 3
and 6 in the 2007 Manchester Wards Indices of Multiple Deprivation placing them amongst the poorest communities
in the city.
The group is open to anyone who wants to join although the majority of members come from the local community
including the group leader.
Direct project beneficiaries are past, present & future group members & co-workers. Other beneficiaries are park
users including the guided strolling group for elderly people, dog walkers, joggers, children & families, all of whom
benefit from a more accessible & biodiverse green space.
Our work often requires physical effort thus aiding physical fitness. However, we ensure activities are varied to suit
people with a range of physical activity levels including the disabled & elderly.
The project improves life chances & skills by providing educational hands-on work experience with the opportunity
to learn about the Clough’s ecology and e.g. techniques of natural woodland conservation management. Participation
has helped people obtain paid employment.
Working as a team in the Clough’s peaceful surroundings creates a feeling of well-being for participants.
The project enables people to make new acquaintances & friends.
Our work, the conservation management of specific areas within the Clough, with all the complexities & difficulties
involved in carrying this out in practice, resulting in the successful restoration of natural waterways & woodland
biodiversity in these areas, is challenging, stimulating & rewarding for participants.
The project is helping to build a more active, healthier, stronger community by encouraging people to work together
to improve their local environment & protect their natural heritage.
“The painstaking work of the nature conservation volunteers has to be applauded… Good to see such enjoyable
involvement in the park… Good use of natural regeneration in woodland management by volunteer group...” Quotes
from Assessments for the Clough’s 2004-5 & 2005-6 Green Flag Awards (HM Government & Civic Trust).
The group’s consistent work since 2002 was rewarded in 2008 by achieving, in association with MCC & Natural
England, Local Nature Reserve status for the Clough.
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III ECOLOGICAL OBJECTIVE
MCC & BHCCAT have an agreed ‘Biodiversity Management Plan’ (Ecology Services UK Ltd, 2007) which endorses &
reflects work that the group has been carrying out since 2002.
BHCCAT’s ‘Nature Conservation Delivery Plan 2010-15’ outlines how the group intends continuing to help carry out the
‘Biodiversity Management Plan’ in practice.
The ‘Biodiversity Management Plan’ states: “The greatest benefit to biodiversity at BHC would be to manage all
woodland so that it maintains or develops characteristics of locally native semi-natural woodland. This is particularly
important as the site has been identified as an Ancient Woodland site… In terms of biodiversity, the desired favourable
condition of the woodland… [and] the standing open water… [and] the rivers/streams at BHC has not yet been
attained…” (pages 16, 21, 22).
We therefore intend continuing our focus on waterways & woodland conservation management moving these habitats
further towards a more favourable biodiverse condition - increasing conservation value by restoring biodiversity health.
Restoring biodiversity health increases aesthetic appeal. BHCCAT promotes arts activities in the Clough. The
conservation group has recently involved itself with this in practical ways incorporating woodland art into its work (tasks
9.2 & 10.2).
Also, the group improves public access by improving footpaths (task 12).
Tasks 9.2, 10.2 & 12 complement & supplement the ‘Biodiversity Management Plan’.
All the tasks listed below (section V) accord with the ‘Biodiversity Management Plan’.

IV LOCATION
Re location of tasks outlined in section V below.
Tasks 1.2, 1.3, 5.1, 11 and consequently also 13, take
place anywhere in the Clough.
Otherwise tasks are confined to within coloured area of
the map.
This is the ‘coloured area’ referred to below in the outline
of tasks.
Our work has been concentrated in the coloured area since
2002.
During the period of this 5-year delivery plan, 2010-15,
we aim to further improve the biodiversity health of this
area and during following years begin working more in
other areas of the Clough.
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V TASKS
1. Survey flora & fauna initially to create baselines & subsequently using these baselines to measure progress towards
restoring the Clough’s biodiversity health.
1.1 Coloured area.
1.1.1 Lake environs. Continue weekly count of waterbirds. See BHCCAT ‘Waterbirds Survey 2004-2009’ doc.
1.1.2 Island. Build upon 6.11.06 survey. See BHCCAT ‘Island biodiversity: preliminary report’ doc (23.12.06).
1.1.3 Meadow / woodland edge. Progress transect survey begun 28.6.08.
1.1.4 Continue monitoring & develop further ongoing surveys of, particularly but not exclusively, sites where tasks below
have been, are being or are intended to be carried out, to form comprehensive ecological picture of coloured area.
1.2 Outside coloured area. Develop ongoing surveys of various selected scattered sites.
1.3 Whole Clough. Progress mapping particularly invasive plant species & tree species dominating different areas.
2. Reduce invasive non-native species.
2.1 Canada geese. Annually visit Island twice (April) to oil eggs with liquid paraffin BP to prevent hatching; visit Island
to collect unhatched eggs for disposal (June). See BHCCAT ‘Canada geese population management 2009’ doc
(28.12.09).
2.2 Japanese Knotweed. Enrol group members on Safe Use of Herbicides 2-day course for PA1 & PA6 qualifications
(Reaseheath College, Nantwich) enabling use of Japanese Knotweed Stem Injection Tool to enable group to prevent
Knotweed’s spread into the coloured area.
2.3 Rhododendron Ponticum & Cherry Laurel. Clear 50% of present extent of invasion from coloured area by 2015.
2.3.1 Cut plants down & remove roots in selected areas, except in area below (task 2.3.2). Monitor cleared areas – root
out any regrowth e.g. seedlings.
2.3.2 Steep south slope of BHC with houses along top near ravine edge. Cut plants down but do not remove roots which
loosens soil. Kill roots by using herbicide Glyphosate e.g. Roundup: paint freshly cut low stumps with herbicide or
drill hole in stumps & insert herbicide (stem injection). Monitor for regrowth: root out seedlings & reapply herbicide
to stumps as required
2.4 Himalayan Balsam. Pull out plants before seed pods form (June/July) in selected areas for as many consecutive years
as required to eliminate completely. Clear 70% of present extent of invasion from coloured area by 2015.
3. Thin (and harvest for use) over abundant native tree species (Ash, Beech, Sycamore, Box / Privet) enabling under
abundant species (e.g. Hawthorn, Holly, Oak, Rowan) to thicken and dominate various areas.
3.1 Coppice Ash, Beech, Sycamore: fell semi mature trees; leave roots in ground to allow regrowth for further harvesting.
3.2 Uproot Ash, Beech, Sycamore, Box / Privet to clear completely from specific areas.
3.3 Weed out Ash, Beech, Sycamore, Box / Privet seedlings & saplings to prevent further spread.
3.4 Harvest, to recycle, wood from tasks 3.1 & 3.2.
3.4.1 Use suitable trunks with roots attached for monoliths (task 10.2).
3.4.2 Cut trunks & branches into lengths for specific uses – see tasks 6.2, 8.1.2, 12.2.
3.4.3 Wood remaining from task 3.4.2. Leave as branch wood piles to decay into dead wood habitats.
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V TASKS – continued from page 5.
4. Encourage natural regeneration.
4.1 Restore natural woodland dominated by Clough’s particular historical floral mix: Alder, Elder, Hawthorn, Hazel,
Holly, Oak, Rowan, Silver Birch, Wild Cherry & Willow trees, and ground flora including Liverworts, Mosses, Ferns,
Bramble, Bluebell, Enchanter’s Nightshade, Foxglove, Lesser Celandine, Ramsons / Wild Garlic, Red Campion, St
John’s Wort, Wood Avens, Wood Sorrel. See Botanical Society of the British Isles ‘Provisional Vascular Plant
Checklist for BHC’ doc (9.7.2002).
4.1.1 Tasks 2.2-4 & 3.1-3 create light & space allowing regeneration of above plant species.
4.1.2 Soil preparation. Self-seeding & germination of dormant seeds of above plant species enabled by pulling Himalayan
Balsam (task 2.4), and removing Rhododendron & Laurel roots including any root hair carpet (task 2.3) & spreading
out uncovered humus layer.
4.2 Natural regeneration of plant species unlikely in brick-lined Lake. See tasks 5.2.3 & 8.2.2 and BHCCAT ‘Lake
& Island biodiversity health proposals’ doc (16.6.08).
5. Plant & transplant where natural regeneration (task 4) is slow.
5.1 Transplant from within Clough. Propagate Clough’s own plants.
5.1.1 Gather & sow seeds e.g. Acorns (September / October).
5.1.2 Dig up plants where over abundant and move to where under abundant e.g. move Bulrush / Reed Mace & Yellow
Flag Iris to seasonal ponds at meadow / woodland edge (April – September).
5.2 Planting from outside Clough. When introduce plants into Clough should be appropriate for this region & site
originating if possible from Provenance Zone 302.
5.2.1 Woodland. Continue tree whip planting (October - March) and sowing wildflower & grass seed mix (Spring) – see
task 4.1.
5.2.2 Seasonal ponds. Plant up with emergent & marginal plants e.g. Gipsywort, Great Water Dock, Marsh Woundwort,
Purple Loosestrife, Yellow Flag Iris, Reeds, Rushes, Sedges (April - September).
5.2.3 Seasonal Ponds & Lake. Establish submerged and floating-leaved plants e.g. Broad-leaved Pondweed, Curled
Pondweed, Floating Water Plantain, Rigid Hornwort, Starwort, Water Crowfoot, Water Violets, Water Forget-menots, Yellow Water Lily (April - September).
6. Restore brooks.
6.1 Remove culverted brooks from pipes where feasible, opening up brooks to light thereby restoring ability to support
flora & fauna; reinstate floodplains so brooks return to natural wetland habitats. Planting – see tasks 5.2.2-3.
6.2 Create seasonal ponds in brook bottoms at intervals of approx 150 yards to slow water flow ameliorating perennial
flash flooding and increase biodiversity by holding back water in ponds. This task in effect imitates woodland brook
natural process whereby pools form behind blockages created by fallen trees & branches which in recent times have
been removed. Excavate to maximum 3 feet depth & reinforce ponds’ edges with wood including where not in shade
Willow spiling (task 7.3); install wooden weirs. Planting – see tasks 5.2.2-3.
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V TASKS – continued from page 6.
7. Conserve soil.
7.1 Retrieve soil, washed down exposed clough (ravine) sides, from clough bottoms. Deposit soil on higher eroded
ground.
7.2 Ameliorate ravine-side erosion by sowing wildflower seeds, e.g. Betony, Bird’s Foot Trefoil & Lady’s Bedstraw, to
bind & protect soil with covering of ground flora.
7.3 Ameliorate ravine-side erosion along brook banks with Willow spiling. Install live Willow stakes & weave live
Willow rods between stakes (November – April).
8. Restore ecotones / edge habitats.
8.1 Meadow / woodland edge. Marginally expand woodland onto meadow including creating linear woodland (with
hedge habitat characteristics) across meadow connecting isolated woodland areas.
8.1.1 Plant / transplant tree whips (October - March) & other flora (see task 5).
8.1.2 Install posts (see task 3.4.2) to delineate scalloped edge of expanded woodland to indicate to mowers to stay clear
(Winter).
8.1.3 Monitor, maintain & develop seasonal ponds at meadow / woodland edge originally excavated 2004-5 & 2008 (see
task 12.1). Deepen parts to maximum 3 ft depth to increase water holding capacity & maximize range of possible
flora. Extend shallow marginal marsh sections. Planting / transplanting – see tasks 5.1.2, 5.2.2-3.
8.2 Island edge. See also BHCCAT ‘Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals’ doc (16.6.08). Naturalize Island’s brick
wall edge. Proceed experimentally, incrementally.
8.2.1 Lay Sycamores / Willows from Island edge into Lake. Partially saw through trunks, leave attached to stumps.
Perhaps lay 1 tree each year. To increase nesting sites for Coots, Great Crested Grebes & Moorhens.
8.2.2 Along 10ft section of south / west Island wall remove top 5 layers of bricks, dig back soil to same depth sloping
back up to Island’s ground level to create marshy inlet for planting with emergent & marginal plants (see task 5.2.2).
This slipway will also allow easier access to Island for Moorhens etc.
9. Enhance selected natural woodland glades (open areas within woodland) - habitat supporting particularly butterflies.
9.1 Enlarge some glades by removing over abundant native tree species (tasks 3.1-3).
9.2 Create woodland theatre performance spaces from natural glades.
9.2.1 Maintain natural woodland theatre space created for Purple Expressive Arts (North Manchester volunteer drama
group) 6.9.08 performance of ‘Boggarts of the Clough’ Fairy Tale Play.
9.2.2 Extend above space (task 9.2.1) by creating secondary performance space from glade 50 yards to south of original
space. Remove over abundant native tree species. Make area safe & suitable for performing & sitting: clear
brambles (transplant to other areas, see e.g. task 8.1.1), lop off obstructive low branches.
9.2.3 Assist with set preparation & stewarding performances. Minimize events’ disturbance of wildlife. Reinstate area if
damage occurred. Members acted as stewards for 6.9.08 event (see task 9.2.1).
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V TASKS – continued from page 7.
10. Monolith suitable trees – standing dead wood is rare habitat (more biodiverse than fallen dead wood) supporting
mosses, liverworts, lichen, beetles, bats & woodpeckers.
10.1 Preserve standing dead trees - prolong their usefulness as standing dead wood by making more stable, less likely to
fall over. Lop off branches & cut trunks about 15 feet above ground (reuse wood, see tasks 3.4.2-3).
10.2 Create standing dead wood wildlife monoliths. Monolith, on which image of Boggart carved, erected 31.10.09 at
lower reach of Fish Pond Clough overlooking seasonal pond under construction (task 6.2). Made from Beech
uprooted nearby (task 3.2). Bottom section of trunk upended with roots in the air as at Seahenge (2050 BC timber
circle with inverted central Oak trunk). Make use of uprooted Ash, Beech, Sycamore (task 3.2) by creating
occasional further monoliths. Sculpting monoliths (e.g. carving holes representing eyes) assists decay.
11. Harvest wood from branches & trees naturally fallen, or lopped / felled by MCC near footpaths because pose
danger to public. Anywhere in Clough. Saw up for use (see tasks 3.4.2-3).
12. Improve muddy sections of footpaths (options).
12.1 Excavate seasonal ponds / scrapes upstream of paths to catch water before spills over paths.
12.2 Direct water beneath paths by installing pipes (e.g. reuse pipes removed elsewhere – see task 6.1) or building simple
wooden bridges (see task 3.4.2).
12.3 Build up camber of paths allowing water to run off.
12.4 Reroute paths around areas prone to flooding.
13. Clear rubbish on sites where carrying out above tasks.

VI TIMING
Most of the above tasks are ongoing work-in-progress started since 2002 which are being carried out on the ground. Tasks
1.2, 2.2, 2.3.2, 5.2.3, 7.3, 8.2, 9.2.2 and 10.1 are at the planning stage.
Every care is taken to avoid disturbing wildlife when carrying out tasks. Most tasks are small in scale and are carried out
at any time of the year, unless stated otherwise above. Larger scale work takes place November to March to avoid
disturbing nesting birds. Work on the Island takes place November to January to avoid disturbing nesting herons (except
task 2.1). Work in the Lake generally takes place October to December to avoid disturbing amphibians.
Besides these stipulations we are flexible about precisely when we carry out tasks due to the influence of a variety of
factors including the unpredictability of weather & ground conditions, numbers of volunteers, and levels of funding.
Re timescales: see sections IV, V (task 2) and VIII.
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VII TEAM WORK
These photos, shown in chronological order, were taken with the group’s digital camera purchased December 2003.
Under each photo: date photo taken followed by number referring to task being carried out – see section V TASKS.

13.6.04

Task 4.1.2

18.7.04

Task 2.3.1

1.8.04

9.1.05

Task 12.1

27.3.05

Task 5.1.2

10.4.05

22.4.06

Task 5.2.1

29.4.06

Task 5.2.1

8.7.06

20.4.07

Task 2.3.1

8.3.08

5.12.08

Task 6.1

4.7.09

Task 8.1.3

6.9.08

Task 3.2

24.10.09
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29.8.04

Task 4.1.2

Task 8.1.3

26.6.05

Task 1.1.4

Task 2.4

7.4.07

Task 5.2.1

Task 9.2.3

1.11.08

Task 2.3.1

Tea break

7.11.09

Task 10.2
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VIII GROUP DEVELOPMENT
The ‘Biodiversity Management Plan’ states: “…enhancing the conservation value… at BHC... is a long-term undertaking,
which will realistically only be achieved by careful, sensitive management over an extended period…” (page 15).
The group therefore intends continuing its work into the foreseeable future.
To be capable of fulfilling this ‘Delivery Plan 2010-15’ requires building up the group’s capacity by increasing its
resources - membership numbers, equipment, knowledge, skills.
The group needs to be better equipped to carry out various tasks, e.g. task 1: surveying (binoculars, pocket magnifiers,
field guidebooks, habitat survey handbooks), task 2.2: controlling Japanese Knotweed (stem injection tool kits), task
8.1.2: excavating post holes (double handle shove holer), and to shelter at worksites from rain (gazebo), and to evolve &
promote the project (SLR camera, laptop, printer-scanner-copier).
Group members require training in specialist conservation procedures (see e.g. task 2.2) and related fields e.g. digital
mapping, first aid.
Field trips are useful for studying sites with similarities to BHC to learn lessons that might be applicable to BHC, e.g. a
trip to Coombes Valley RSPB Nature Reserve, Staffordshire, would enable the group to experience another Ancient Semi
Natural Woodland, observe its condition, and examine the conservation management techniques practiced there.

IX FUNDING
To maintain the group’s present capacity (generally 5 volunteers) requires a minimum of £1K each year to cover cost of
insurance (through BTCV), hand tools (e.g. replacing broken rakes, etc), flora (e.g. seeds, tree whips), safety clothing
(e.g. replacing worn out cut-resistant gloves, etc), first aid kit refill, BHC Boathouse Café refreshments, worksite
refreshments (e.g. bottled water, cereal bars), travelling expenses (e.g. bus fares, mileage), website fees (e.g. photo
archive), and stationery (e.g. paper, ink cartridges).
More funding will be required to begin increasing the group’s capacity (section VIII) to cover cost of field trips, training
courses, books, ICT and other equipment.
Thanks to our funders since 2002 including:
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